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ttH Measurements CMS

ttH production: direct measurement of top-Higgs Yukawa coupling

Search in H(bb) channel considered for dedicated projection analysis

ttH(bb) result with 36 fb−1: 1.6 obs. (2.2 exp.) σ significance
Requires heavy use of multivariate techniques (BDT, DNN, MEM) to
define signal and control regions and construct sensitive variables
Challenge: tt + HF background; modelled assigning essentially large rate
uncertainties per tt + X process (+smaller shape uncertainties)
Dominant uncertainties: tt + HF modelling, b tagging

Projection: expect observation of ttH(bb) with 300 fb−1

Significance ≈ 6σ
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ttH(bb): Projected Uncertainties
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Total uncertainty on signal strength µ reduced to 0.11/0.07 at 3000 fb−1

Experimental uncertainties become sub-dominant
Signal theory starts to dominate

Can be reduced when measuring cross-section instead of µ
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Table 5: Breakdown of the contributions to the expected uncertainties on the ttH signal-strength
µ at different luminosities for the different scenarios.

S1 S2
Source 35.9 fb−1 300.0 fb−1 3000.0 fb−1 35.9 fb−1 300.0 fb−1 3000.0 fb−1

stat 0.267 0.093 0.029 0.267 0.093 0.029
luminosity 0.016 0.018 0.018 0.005 0.007 0.008
bkg. theory 0.286 0.103 0.041 0.256 0.096 0.035
add. tt+HF XS 0.146 0.026 0.008 0.165 0.041 0.007
JES 0.109 0.045 0.016 0.113 0.044 0.016
b tagging 0.120 0.061 0.028 0.108 0.044 0.016
sig. theory 0.108 0.093 0.087 0.050 0.045 0.044
total 0.487 0.204 0.111 0.461 0.176 0.073

result is dominated by systematic uncertainties. This is attributed to the increasing power of276

the profile likelihood fit to constrain the uncertainties due to the drastically increased num-277

ber of events per bin of the final observables entering the fit. For example, relevant nuisance278

parameters, such as the ones describing the additional tt+HF cross-section uncertainties, are279

constrained to a few percent of their prior value.280

However, these constraints are to a certain extent artificial. The background model has been281

developed to describe the data sufficiently-well given the statistical precision obtained with282

35.9 fb−1. The results of this extrapolation illustrate that the background modelling will need283

to be refined at 3000 fb−1, requiring improved simulations or more sophisticated control-region284

measurements. The observed constraints show that there will be enough data to obtain further285

information about the background beyond the current modelling. The predicted cross-section286

uncertainty of a few percent demonstrates the level of sensitivity at which the data will be able287

to distinguish different models, setting a benchmark for the required precision. The results288

presented here have to be interpreted in light of these limitations.289

Under the more optimistic S2 scenario, the expected total uncertainties on µ are 0.46, 0.18, and290

0.07 at 35.9 fb−1, 300 fb−1, and 3000 fb−1, respectively, showing a clear improvement over the291

S1 scenario. The difference between S1 and S2 at 35.9 fb−1 is due to the reduction of several292

theory uncertainties in scenario S2.293

In both scenarios, ttH(bb) production can be observed with a significance of approximately 6294

standard deviations with 300 fb−1 of data.295

At each integrated luminosity, the statistical uncertainties are the same between the scenarios.296

A similar behaviour is observed for the uncertainties related to the jet energy scale, which297

indicates that the scaled components do not have a large impact on the overall sensitivity.298

Since several of the b tagging related uncertainties are reduced in scenario S2, their impact299

also decreases between scenarios S1 and S2. The total contribution of background modelling300

uncertainties (bkg. theory) decreases between scenarios S1 and S2. As expected, the impact of301

the signal modelling uncertainty is reduced by about 50% between scenarios S1 and S2.302

A key element of the background model are the large additional prior uncertainties on the nor-303

malisation of the tt+HF processes. By design these prior uncertainties are large, in order to304

provide the fit with enough freedom to cover potential differences between the data and the305

nominal tt background prediction. While the fit is able to constrain these uncertainties, they306

still have a major impact on the final result. To estimate the effect due to improvements in307

Total uncertainty on signal strength µ reduced to 0.11/0.07 at 3000 fb−1

Experimental uncertainties become sub-dominant
Signal theory starts to dominate

Can be reduced when measuring cross-section instead of µ
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nominal tt background prediction. While the fit is able to constrain these uncertainties, they306
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Bkg. modelling uncertainty dominant source at 36 fb−1

Reduced to 10 % at 300 fb−1 and to 4 % at 3000 fb−1

Rate uncertainties strongly constrained in profile LL fit
To some extent artificial: model designed and sufficient at 36 fb−1

While actual model would likely have more degrees of freedom, one
can conclude: statistical power of 3000 fb−1 of data can be used to
obtain much information about the tt + HF processes
Observed constraints tell the level at which we will be able to
discriminate between different models
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Summary & Conclusions

Projection of ttH(bb) results
Strong constraints of background modelling uncertainties observed:
indicates that we will be able to discriminate different models with good
precision and/or essentially measure background from data

Different background modelling in ATLAS and CMS: different approaches
to assess future performance
Consistent treatment between ATLAS+CMS to account for recommended
tt + HF uncertainty reduction in combination

H(bb) channel has high potential, similar sensitivity to other channels
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